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Abstract
Regression analysis is an important technique with a long history in statistics of all
categories of supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and semi-supervised learn-
ing. It has been used widely in astronomy and economics. The most basic one is
to build a regression model describing the relationship between a dependent variable
and one or more independent variables. However, it often happens that one regres-
sion model obtained from available data set cannot explain the characteristics of data
appropriately. In such cases, the typical way is to classify data into some classes and
do regression analysis for each class. It is known as c-regression problem.
In this study, we focus on unsupervised and semi-supervised learning for regression
analysis with multiple classes or clusters. In order to get a reasonable number of
clusters, one possible solution is to extract cluster one by one with mountain cluster-
ing and sequential extraction of clusters. Also, sequential extraction of clusters was
developed on base of noise clustering.
Although basic algorithms were proposed for both of the approaches, some issues
are still unsettled. Sequential extraction of clusters using noise clustering (called
sequential clustering) is used in this thesis. The main concept of noise clustering
(NC) is to introduce a single noise cluster that will hopefully contain all noise data
points. Data points whose distances to all clusters exceed a certain threshold δ
are considered as noise. This distance is called the noise distance. This idea is
simple and useful in many applications. Sequential clustering is derived from NC and
the advantage of this method is the automatic determination of clusters with noise
robustness.
Several sequential regression models were developed in three ways: semi-supervised
learning, kernelization, and least absolute deviations. Firstly, semi-supervised learn-
ing is the technique to improve clustering performance using small amounts of labels.
The previous works provided by Miyamoto et al. are related to unsupervised learn-
ing. In our research, we develop methods related semi-supervised learning. We use
\pairwise constraints" and its generalization using penalty functions.
By using pairwise constraints, we propose semi-supervised sequential regression
models (SSSeRM). To evaluate the performances, we compare SSSeRM with switching
regression models (SRM), noise switching regression models (NSRM), semi-supervised
noise switching regression models (SSNSRM), and sequential regression models (SeRM)
by numerical exmaples. It is found that the semi-supervision not only improve clus-
tering performances, but also alleviate the sensitivity by the value of noise parameter
.
The second issue is about kernelization. Data often have nonlinear structures and
using kernelization is one possible solution. The previous works by Miyamoto et
al. are related to linear regression problem while our research is focused on kernel
regression. Both of switching regression models and sequential regression models are
considered.
In addition, we also discuss the relationship between the sensitivity by regulariza-
tion parameter  and semi-supervision. Kernel-based algorithms are known to be
aected by the value of . Through our research, it is found that the sensitivity can
be alleviated by semi-supervision.
Four kernel-based algorithms are proposed related to kernelization: kernel switch-
ing regression models (KSRM), sequential kernel regression models (SeKRM), semi-
supervised kernel switching regression models (SSKSRM), and semi-supervised se-
quential kernel regression models (SSSeKRM), We compare them by numerical ex-
amples.
The third issue is Least Absolute Deviations (LAD). LAD has been used widely
because its robustness is resistant to outliers in the data. The outliers are the measure
to show how far the predicted values are from actual observations. LAD treats all
residuals in the same way, but LS gives more weight to large residuals than small ones
by squaring the residuals. LAD may be helpful in studies where it is not necessary
for outliers to give more weight to some observations than others.
The previous method of sequential regression uses least squares (LS) but LS is
known to be weak for noisy data. Therefore, sequential fuzzy regression models based
on least absolute deviations (SeFRMLAD) are proposed. We propose two dierent
algorithms. One uses the linear programming to treat multidimensional indepen-
dent variables: The other makes the classication more ecient if the independent
variables is scalar-valued.
To evaluate their performances, we compare them with fuzzy c-regression models
based on least squares (FCRMLS), fuzzy c-regression models based on least abso-
lute deviations (FCRMLAD), and sequential fuzzy regression models based on least
squares (SeFRMLS) by numerical examples.
In summary, our main contributions for sequential clustering in regression mod-
els are: 1) making semi-supervised framework to improve clustering performances,
2) enhancing the algorithm with kernelization to deal non-linear structures, and 3)
proposing LAD-based algorithms and comparing them with LS-based algorithms to
reveal their characteristics.
Even the simple cases are tested in the study, our proposed algorithms are expected
to have good performances for data with more dimensions and complex structures.
It is well known that there are many variations of hard and fuzzy clustering. We can
apply sequential algorithms to those variations in clustering because they have the
strong advantages of the automatic determination of the number of clusters.
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Introduction
1.1 Backgrounds
Data from many elds are stored into huge databases in present. Manual data analysis
becomes overstrain and it is impossible to obtain useful information because of data
size and their complex structure. In order to obtain the useful information, advanced
data analysis techniques using computational resources are signicantly expected.
Machine learning and statistics are areas in which statistical methods for specic
purposes have been widely studied.
In the context of machine learning, statistical methods can be roughly divided into
three categories: supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and semi-supervised
learning.
 Supervised learning
It is to predict an output for unseen data based on a given set of objects with
labels which element z = (x; y) is a pair of an input x 2 X and an output
y 2 Y , where X and Y are the input and output space, respectively. In fact,
getting a large amount of labeled data set is very expensive or unrealistic.
1
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 Unsupervised learning
It is used on the base of a set of objects. The purpose of unsupervised learning
techniques is for extracting features and structures behind the data, rather
than just making a classication. Clustering is the most popular technique of
unsupervised learning for dividing a set of objects into some categories which
are referred as clusters.
 Semi-supervised learning
It is the combination of supervised learning and unsupervised learning. Given a
data set consisting of unlabeled data and labeled data, semi-supervised learning
improves the prediction accuracy by using the labeled data (prior knowledge)
within the data set.
Regression analysis is an important technique with a long history in above categories.
It has been used widely in many areas such as astronomy and economics. The most
basic one is to build a regression model describing the relationship between a de-
pendent variable and one or more independent variables. It often happens that one
regression model obtained from the available data set cannot explain the characteris-
tics of data appropriately. In such cases, the typical way is to classify data into some
classes and do regression analysis for each class. It is known as c-regression problem
[34, 56].
In fact, the number of classes or clusters of the data aects the prediction accuracy.
However, most critical problem is that we don't know the number exactly before
classication.
1.2 Motivation
In this study, we focus on unsupervised and semi-supervised learning for regression
analysis with multiple classes or clusters. In order to get a reasonable number of
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clusters, one possible solution is to extract cluster one by one with mountain clustering
[14, 51, 67, 68] and sequential extraction of clusters [48]. Also, sequential extraction
of clusters was developed on base of noise clustering [17, 18, 19]. Although basic
algorithms was proposed for both of the approaches, some issues are still unsettled.
Sequential extraction of clusters using noise clustering (called sequential clustering)
is used in this thesis. The advantages of this method is the automatic determination
of clusters with noise robustness. It can deal some data as noise instead of classifying
every object.
We develop sequential regression in three ways: semi-supervised learning, kernel-
ization, and least absolute deviations (LAD).
Firstly, semi-supervised learning [7, 13, 70, 71] is the technique to improve clus-
tering performance using small amounts of labels. The previous works provided by
Miyamoto et al. [48] are related to unsupervised learning. In our research, we use
\pairwise constraints" and its generalization using penalty functions [6, 64, 65] .
The second issue is about kernelization. The previous works [48] are related to linear
regression problem while our research is focused on kernel regression [33, 41, 59]. In
addition, The relationship between semi-supervised learning and kernelization is also
discussed in our research.
LAD [11, 12, 24, 40, 46] is the third issue. The previous method of sequential
regression uses least squares (LS) but LS is known to be weak for noisy data. There-
fore, we propose LAD-based sequential regression algorithms and compare them with
LS-based algorithms to reveal their characteristics.
1.3 Outline of this thesis
The outline of this study is as follows.
The developments of clustering, regression analysis algorithms, and sequential clus-
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Figure 1.1: The relationship among previous methods (green boxes) and our proposed
methods (blue boxes).
tering algorithms are described and reviewed in Chapters 2 and 3.
In Chapter 4, algorithms based on semi-supervised learning and two sequential
regression models with semi-supervision are developed to improve clustering results.
Two sequential regression models are proposed to solve nonlinearity problem using
kernelization in Chapter 5.
In Chapter 6, noise robustness is discussed and two sequential regression models
using LAD are proposed. One is with linear programming can be used generally and
the other is faster if the independent variable is scalar-valued.
Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the proposed methods and their features in this
study, and issues to be solved in future.
Chapter 2
Clustering and Regression Analysis
2.1 Backgrounds
Clustering [3, 8, 9, 22, 25, 39, 44, 47, 50] and regression analysis are commonly used
in various applications. For the recent development of clustering techniques, hard
c-regression models [34, 56] and fuzzy c-regression models [38] have become the well-
known methods for application of clustering and regression.
In this chapter, regression analysis with a single model, clustering, and switching
regression models are explained.
2.2 Regression Analysis
Regression analysis is a statistical process for estimating the relationships among a
dependent variable and one or more independent variables.
The earliest form of regression analysis was based on LS developed by Gauss and
Legendre. The term \regression" was used rst by Galton in the nineteenth century
to describe a biological phenomenon. He observed that the heights of descendants of
tall ancestors tend to regress down towards a normal average. For Galton, regression
5
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had only this biological meaning [30, 31, 32], but his work was later extended by Yule
and Pearson to a more general statistical context [52, 69].
In the work of Yule and Pearson, the joint distribution of the dependent and inde-
pendent variables was assumed to be Gaussian. This assumption was weakened by
Fisher in his works in 1922 [1, 26, 27]. Fisher assumed that the conditional distribu-
tion of the dependent variable is Gaussian, but the joint distribution does not to be.
In this respect, Fisher's assumption is closer to the formulation by Gauss.
Economists used electromechanical calculators for regression analysis in the 1950s
and 1960s. It sometimes took a day or more before getting the results of one regres-
sion. Additionally, many methods of regression were developed for analyzing in past
decades.
 time series,
 complex data such as curves and images,
 missing data,
 high-dimension, low-sample size data, and
 causal inference.
Regression analysis has many techniques for modeling and analyzing variables, Given
independent variables, regression analysis estimates the conditional expectation of
the dependent variable. In all cases, it is necessary to nd the regression function. In
regression analysis, it is also of interest to characterize the variation of the dependent
variable based on the probability distribution of regression function.
Regression analysis is widely used for prediction and forecasting in machine learn-
ing. In restricted circumstances, regression analysis can be used to infer causal rela-
tionships between the independent and dependent variables. However, it can lead to
illusions or false relationships since correlation does not imply causation [4].
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The performance of regression analysis in practice depends on data generating
process, and the methods of regression analysis. Since data generating process is
generally unknown, regression analysis often depends to some extent on assumptions
about this process. These assumptions are sometimes testable if enough data are
available. Regression models are often useful for prediction even when the assump-
tions are uncertain, However, it may have a risk to give misleading results [16, 28].
Although there are many ways for regression analysis, only linear regression and
kernel regression with two dierent criteria: LS and LAD were developed in this
study. We reviewed and described linear regression in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, and
kernel regression in Section 2.2.3, respectively.
2.2.1 Linear Regression Based on Least Squares
In linear regression, unknown model parameters are estimated from data using linear
predictor functions [10] . It has many practical uses, most of which fall into one of
the following two categories:
 In order to make prediction, forecasting, or reduction, linear regression can be
used to t the predictive model to an observed data set of y and x. Then, the
tted model can be used to make a prediction of the value of y if x is added
without its accompanying y.
 Given a dependent variable y and a number of independent variables x1; : : : ;xn
that may be related to y, linear regression analysis can be applied to quantify
the strength of the relationship between y and xi and to identify subsets of xi
which contain redundant information about y.
Linear regression models are often tted by using several approaches such as LS, LAD
(discussed in next section), ridge regression, and lasso [37, 62].
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Given a data set that consists of the points (x1; y1); : : : ; (xn; yn) in which x1; : : : ;xn 2
Rp are data of the independent variable x and y1; : : : ; yn 2 R are those of dependent
variable y, our aim is to nd a function f such that f(xi)  yi.
Practically, the function f contains some parameters which need to be determined.
For example, the simplest form would be linear: f(x) = bx + c, where b and c are
parameters which values must be estimated. If f(x) is quadratic, it can be in the
form of f(x) = ax2 + bx + c, where a, b and c are unknown. More generally, there
could be more than one independent variable x, all appearing as arguments of the
function f .
The parameters are estimated as values that minimizes the sum of the squared
errors. The objective function of linear regression based on least squreas (LRLS) is
as follows:
JLRLS =
nX
i=1
kyi   f(xi)k2: (2.1)
2.2.2 Linear Regression Based on Least Absolute Deviations
LAD is a mathematical optimization technique similar to the LS technique that at-
tempts to approximate a function for a given data set. LAD is also known as
 Least Absolute Errors (LAE),
 Least Absolute Value (LAV),
 Least Absolute Residuals (LAR), and
 L1 norm problem.
The method based on LAD minimizes the sum of absolute errors (SAE). The estimate
of LAD also arises as the maximum likelihood estimate if the errors have a Laplace
distribution.
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The function f(xi) is same as that of LS, but the objective function of linear
regression based on least absolute deviations (LRLAD) is as follows:
JLRLAD =
nX
i=1
jyi   f(xi)j: (2.2)
Table 2.1 compares performances by LAD method with LS method.
Table 2.1: Comparison of performances between Least Squares and Least Absolute
Deviations
Least Squares Least Absolute Deviations
Robustness Not very robust Robust
Solution Stable solution Unstable solution
Solution value Unique solution Possibly multiple solutions
LAD is used widely because its robustness is resistant to outliers in the data. The
outliers are the measure to show the dierences between the predicted values and
actual observations. LAD treats all residuals in the same way, but LS gives more
weight to large residuals than small ones by squaring the residuals. Therefore, LAD
may be helpful when it is not necessary for outliers to give more weight to some
observations than others. Otherwise, LS is a better choice.
Though the idea of least absolute deviations regression is just as straightforward
as that of least squares regression, the boundary lines of clusters are not easy to get
because LAD does not have any analytical solution. Therefore, an iterative approach
is required in the following methods for LAD:
 Simplex method [5],
 Iteratively Re-weighted Least Squares (IRLS) [58],
 Wesolowsky's direct descent method [66], and
 Check all combinations of point-to-point lines for minimum sum of errors.
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Simplex method by linear programming is famous way to solve LAD problem and we
use it in our research.
2.2.3 Kernel Regression
Data often have nonlinear structures and can be treated by several approaches. Ker-
nelization method is considered in this research. At rst, let us consider a linear
classier,
f(x) =< w;x > +b (2.3)
where x 2 Rp is an p-dimensional vector, w 2 Rp is a weight vector, and b 2 R is a
bias variable.
It can classify linearly separable data using a p   1 hyperplane. However, if the
hyperplane cannot cover all data, it is a signicant issue (but not fatal) for classica-
tion. Multilayer perceptron, a non-linear classier, is eective to this issue, but has a
diculty of learning local minima. Suppose that data are mapped from Rp into the
high-dimensional feature space Rq.
 : Rp ) Rq; x) (x): (2.4)
The mapping  is a nonlinear mapping into a q-dimensional space, and q is much
greater than p. A mapped object (x) is called a feature vector.
Due to the limit of computational resources, it is impossible to treat a high-
dimensional feature vector by computation directly. An elegant technique was de-
veloped by assuming that a weight vector w is a linear combination of a given set of
objects,
w =
nX
k=1
kxk (2.5)
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where k 2 R is a coecient. The linear classier is rebuilt as below,
f(x) =
nX
k=1
k < x;xk > : (2.6)
Hence, we obtain a linear classier in the feature space,
f((x)) =
nX
k=1
k < (x);(xk) > : (2.7)
The kernel is the inner product function k : X  X ) R, in the general input space
X . Let a kernel function be given as
k(x;x0) =< (x);(x0) > : (2.8)
Hence, a linear classier in the feature space can be expressed only with the kernel.
f(x) =
nX
k=1
kk(x;xk): (2.9)
The technique to operate the computation in the feature space by using the function
in the original space is referred as kernel trick.
Kernel Regression (KR) is the combination of ridge regression (Tikhonov regular-
ization), and kernel methods and the objective function of KR is as follows:
JKR() = (y  K)T (y  K) + 1
2
TK (2.10)
where K is the positive denite matrix,  is the regression parameter, and  is the
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regularization parameter. K is dened as follows:
K =
0BBBBBB@
k(x1;x1) k(x2;x1) : : : k(xn;x1)
k(x1;x2) k(x2;x2) : : : k(xn;x2)
...
...
. . .
...
k(x1;xn) k(x2;xn) : : : k(xn;xn)
1CCCCCCA : (2.11)
Typical types of kernel are shown below.
 Linear Kernel:
k(x;y) = xTy + c.
 Polynomial Kernel:
k(x;y) = (xTy + c)d.
 Gaussian Kernel:
k(x;y) = exp( kx yk2
22
).
 Exponential Kernel:
k(x;y) = exp( kx yk

).
Gaussian kernel is used in this study. The optimal solutions for  and output function
f(x;) are calculated as follows:
^ = (K + In)
 1y; (2.12)
f(x; ^) = yT (K + In)
 1
0BBBBBB@
k(x;x1)
k(x;x2)
...
k(x;xn)
1CCCCCCA (2.13)
where In is the identity matrix.
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2.3 Clustering
The word of a cluster which implies a group of similar things is becoming popular in
a variety of elds. This word has dierent technical meanings in dierent disciplines.
It is used for cluster analysis or data clustering and called clustering in short.
Supervised and unsupervised classication problems have been considered in both
classical and Bayesian statistics [9, 22]. Supervised classication is to predict an
output for unseen data based on given number of classes, and pairs of the input and
output data (x; y). In an unsupervised classication problem, no predened classes
are given but data objects should form a number of groups.
In present, clustering is a common way used in unsupervised classication and the
well-known algorithm is k-means [3, 25, 39].
The term k-means was rst used by MacQueen in 1967 [44]. The standard algorithm
was rst proposed by Lloyd at Bell Labs in 1957 as a technique for signal processing,
though it had not been published until 1982 [43]. A more ecient method was
proposed in 1970s by Hartigan and Wong [35, 36]. The method of k-means classies
n objects into k clusters. Each object belongs to only one cluster with the nearest
mean serving as a prototype of the cluster. As a result, the data space is partitioned
into Voronoi cells.
Computationally, it is dicult to obtain a global optimum (NP-hard). However,
there is ecient heuristic algorithm which converges quickly to a local optimum. It is
similar to the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [20] for mixtures of Gaussian
distributions via an iterative renement approach. Although the cluster centers are
used for modeling data, k-means tends to nd clusters of comparable spatial extent,
while EM algorithm allows clusters to have dierent shapes.
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The objective function of k-means is as follows:
JKM(U; V ) =
nX
k=1
cX
i=1
ukiD(xk;vi) (2.14)
where uki is the membership grade of xk to cluster i, and vi 2 Rp is the cluster
center. D(xk;vi) is the dissimilarity between xk and vi.
The algorithm of k-means becomes as follows:
Procedure: k-means
KM1: Set the initial value U .
KM2: Calculate parameter V of the corresponding clusters.
KM3: Calculate membership matrix U .
KM4: If the clusters are convergent, stop; else go to KM2.
End of KM
The initial values of U are generated randomly. KM2 and KM3 are the alternative
optimization processes by xing U or V and minimizing the value of objective function
with respect to the other. The optimal solutions for U and V are as follows:
uki = 1 () vi = argmin
vl
(xl;vi);
ukj = 0; j 6= i;
vi =
1
jGij
X
xk2Gi
xk
where jGij is number of data assigned in cluster C(i).
The step KM3 is to nd the nearest cluster center. there are two ways for KM4
to judge the convergence of clusters.
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Criterion 1: No object changes its membership from the last membership.
Criterion 2: No cluster center changes its position from the last position.
Criterion 1 is used in this study.
In k-means algorithm, each data point can't be allowed to assign two or more
clusters (\hard" classication). In fact, this assumption is not suitable in many
situations.
Fuzzy c-Means (FCM) was proposed by Dunn and Bezdek [8, 23]. FCM is a method
of clustering wherein each data point belongs to a cluster to some degree that is
specied by a membership grade (\soft" classication). The objective function of
FCM is as follows:
JFCM(U; V ) =
nX
k=1
cX
i=1
(uki)
mD(xk;vi) (2.15)
where m > 1 is fuzzifying parameter.
The algorithm is almost the same as k-means, but the dierence is the value of
membership grade uki (KM: uki 2 f0; 1g, FCM: uki 2 (0; 1)). The optimal solutions
for U and V are calculated as follows:
uki =
(1=Dki)
1
m 1Pc
j=1(1=Dkj)
1
m 1
; (2.16)
vi =
Pn
k=1(uki)
mxkPn
k=1(uki)
m
(2.17)
where Dki means the dissimilarity between xk and vi.
The method of k-means has been successfully used in various topics market seg-
mentation, computer vision and geostatistics.
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2.4 Switching Regression Models
As discussed in Section 2.3, there are \hard" and \soft" classication rules. Although
switching regression models (SRM) is used as a \hard" classication in general, we
assume that this term should consists both of the \hard" and \soft" classication.
Therefore, the term SRM is used in this thesis for both \hard" and \soft".
At rst, given a data set (x1; y1); : : : ; (xn; yn) in which x1; : : : ;xn 2 Rp are data
of the independent variable x and y1; : : : ; yn 2 R are those of the dependent variable
y. C(i)(i = 1; : : : ; c) is cluster i. Moreover, U = (uki)(k = 1; : : : ; n; i = 1; : : : ; c) is the
membership matrix where uki is the membership grade of (xk; yk) belonging to C
(i).
2.4.1 Hard c-Regression Models
The switching problem between two dierent regression models was considered by
Quandt [54, 55] and Chow [15] , and their models were generalized as hard c-regression
models (HCRM) later [34, 56]. HCRM is very useful since it can obtain clusters
and regression models simultaneously. It had been widely applied in psychology,
economics, social science, and music perception [2, 21, 29, 42, 53].
The aim of HCRM is to build the c regression models as the follows:
y = fi(x;i) + ei; i = 1; : : : ; c (2.18)
where i = (
1
i ; : : : ; 
p+1
i ) represents regression parameters and ei means residuals.
For simply, linear regression models is assumed as follows:
fi(x;i) =
pX
j=1
ji x
j + p+1i : (2.19)
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In order to simplify the derivation, xk is replaced by the following equation:
zk = (xk; 1)
T = (xk1; : : : ; xkp; 1)
T : (2.20)
Then, the objective function of hard c-regression models [34, 56] is
JHCRM(U;B) =
nX
k=1
cX
i=1
ukiDki (2.21)
where B = (1; : : : ;c), and Dki means the dissimilarity between y and fi(x;i)(=Pp
j=1 
j
i x
j
k + 
p+1
i ). Dki is calculated by the following equation:
Dki = (yk   (
pX
j=1
ji x
j
k + 
p+1
i ))
2: (2.22)
As a result, the algorithm of hard c-regression models becomes as follows:
Procedure: Hard c-Regression Models
HCRM1: Set the initial value U .
HCRM2: Calculate regression parameter B of the corresponding clusters.
HCRM3: Calculate membership matrix U .
HCRM4: If the clusters are convergent, stop; else go to HCRM2.
End of HCRM
The initial values of U are generated randomly. HCRM2 and HCRM3 are the
alternative optimization processes by xing U or B and minimizing the value of
objective function with respect to the other. The optimal solutions for U and B are
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as follows:
uki = 1 () i = argmin
l
(yk   (
pX
j=1
jl x
j
k + 
p+1
l ))
2;
ukj = 0; j 6= i;
i = (
nX
k=1
ukizkz
T
k )
 1(
nX
k=1
ukiykzk):
The step HCRM3 is to nd the nearest regression model for each data point. As
other k-means algorithms, there are two ways for HCRM4 to judge the convergence
of clusters.
Criterion 1: No object changes its membership from the last membership.
Criterion 2: No regression model changes its parameters from the last parameters.
Criterion 1 is used in this study.
2.4.2 Fuzzy c-Regression Models
Fuzzy c-Regression Models (FCRM) was proposed by Hathaway and Bezdek [38].
Their algorithm is based on least squares. Therefore, we call Fuzzy c-Regression
Models Based on Least Squares (FCRMLS) in this thesis.
The objective function of FCRMLS is
JFCRMLS(U;B) =
nX
k=1
cX
i=1
(uki)
mDki (2.23)
where m > 1 is the fuzzifying parameter and Dki are calculated as follows:
Dki = (yk   fi(xk;i))2: (2.24)
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The algorithm of FCRMLS becomes as follows:
FCRMLS Algorithm
FCRMLS1: Set the initial value U .
FCRMLS2: Calculate optimal solutions for B.
FCRMLS3: Calculate optimal solutions for U .
FCRMLS4: If B or U convergent, stop; otherwise go to FCRMLS2.
End of FCRMLS
The initial values of U are generated using random number with uniform distribu-
tion on a unit interval. The alternative optimization processes in FCRMLS2 and
FCRMLS3 are almost the same as those of HCRM.
The optimal solutions for U and B are calculated as follows:
uki =
(1=Dki)
1
m 1Pc
j=1(1=Dkj)
1
m 1
; (2.25)
i = (
nX
k=1
(uki)
mzkz
T
k )
 1(
nX
k=1
(uki)
mykzk): (2.26)
2.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, the relationships between regression analysis and clustering are ex-
plained. LRLS, LRLAD, and KR are introduced. Clustering are discussed especially
focusing on k-means.
From the concepts of the single regression model and clustering, SRM was explained
in terms of HCRM and FCRM.
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However, the weak point of strong dependency on predened number of clusters is
common among those algorithms. It is expected to be solved by sequential clustering
in the next chapter.
Chapter 3
Sequential Clustering
3.1 Backgrounds
Although standard clustering algorithms such as k-means and fuzzy c-means are very
useful, they have a weak point of strong dependency on predened clusters. To solve
this problem, sequential clustering algorithms were proposed [14, 45, 48, 49, 51, 61,
67, 68].
Miyamoto et al. [48, 49] proposed dierent algorithms for sequential extraction
of clusters. In these algorithms, one cluster is extracted at a time, then the next
cluster will be found from the rest of data. The extraction process continues until no
sucient data left.
Dave [17, 18, 19] proposed the method of noise clustering (NC). The main concept
of NC is to introduce a single noise cluster that is expected to contain all noise data
points. The data points whose distances to all clusters exceed a certain threshold 
are considered as noise. This distance is called the noise distance. His idea is simple
and useful in many applications.
In this chapter, noise clustering, sequential clustering, and this application to re-
gression models are described and reviewed.
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3.2 Sequential Extraction of Clusters using Noise
Clustering
Dunn and Bezdek proposed fuzzy c-means (FCM) [8, 23] and its algorithm was to
become the base of noise clustering by Dave.
Suppose that the number of clusters in FCM is c. Another cluster is added to treat
the data as noise which belongs to no cluster center. Then, the dissimilarity Dk;c+1
between xk and noise cluster is dened as follows:
Dk;c+1 =  (3.1)
where  > 0 is a xed parameter. The objective function is
JNFCM(U; V ) =
nX
k=1
cX
i=1
(uki)
mD(xk;vi) +
nX
k=1
(uk;c+1)
m (3.2)
where U is n (c+ 1) matrix, while V = (v1;v2; : : : ;vc). And the constraint is
U = fU = (uki) :
c+1X
j=1
ukj = 1; 1  k  N ;uki 2 [0; 1]; 1  k  n; 1  i  c+ 1g:
(3.3)
When this objective function is used in FCM, the optimal solutions are calculated
as follows.
uki = [
cX
j=1
(
D(xk;vi)
D(xk;vj)
)
1
m 1 + (
D(xk;vi)

)
1
m 1 ] 1; 1  i  c; (3.4)
uk;c+1 = [
cX
j=1
(

D(xk;vj)
)
1
m 1 + 1] 1; (3.5)
vi =
Pn
k=1(uki)
mxkPn
k=1(uki)
m
; 1  i  c: (3.6)
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3.3 Sequential Extraction of Clusters in Regres-
sion Models using Noise Clustering
Sequential extraction of clusters was proposed by Miyamoto et al. [48, 49]. In these
algorithms, clusters are extracted one by one until no sucient data left.
Sequential clustering (SeC) and Sequential Fuzzy clustering (SeFC) use the objec-
tive functions below.
JSeC(U;B) =
nX
k=1
uk1Dk1 +
nX
k=1
uk0; (3.7)
JSeFC(U;B) =
nX
k=1
(uk1)
mDk1 +
nX
k=1
(uk0)
m (3.8)
where Dk1 means the dissimilarity between xk and the extracted cluster, and Dk0
means the dissimilarity between xk and the noise cluster.
Practically, there are only two clusters, the extracted cluster 1 and the noise cluster
0. The former belongs to the membership uk1 and the latter the membership uk0.
Here,  > 0 is a parameter which means every object has a constant dissimilarity 
from the noise cluster. This algorithm is useful to manage noise clustering to extract
regression models sequentially.
The optimal solution of U in SeC is calculated as follows:
(uk1; uk0) =
8<: (1; 0); ((yk   (
Pp
j=1 
j
l x
j
k + 
p+1
l ))
2  )
(0; 1); ((yk   (
Pp
j=1 
j
l x
j
k + 
p+1
l ))
2 > )
: (3.9)
And the optimal solution of U in SeFC is calculated as follows:
uk1 =
(1=Dk1)
1
m 1
(1=Dk1)
1
m 1+(1=)
1
m 1
; (3.10)
uk0 =
(1=)
1
m 1
(1=Dk1)
1
m 1+(1=)
1
m 1
: (3.11)
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The optimal solution B for regression models is calculated as same as that in HCRM
and FCRM.
The advantages of sequential regression models instead of ordinary switching re-
gression models are two: one is automatic determination of clusters and the other is
noise robustness. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the results the dierence of noise robust-
ness between switching and sequential based algorithms. The algorithm of Sequential
Regression Models are as follows:
Procedure: Sequential Regression Models
SeRM1: Set the initial elements of data set X(0) = X, t = 0, the initial value U .
SeRM2: Repeat alternate optimization for (3.8) until convergence.
SeRM3: Extract cluster C(t+1) that belongs to the elements with uk1  1.
SeRM4: Let X(t+1) = X(t)   C(t+1). If X(t+1) does not have sucient elements to
extract one more cluster, stop; otherwise go to SeRM2.
End of SeRM
C(t) is the number t cluster extracted by SeC and SeFC.
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Figure 3.1: Two regression models using fuzzy c-regression models based on least
squares (FCRMLS), where two clusters are assumed. Both regression models are
inuenced by outliers.
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Figure 3.2: Final results of sequential extraction of clusters using SeFRMLS ( =
10000), where +, , and  mean the rst, second, and noise cluster, respectively.
The rst regression model is expressed as a solid line and the second regression model
is expressed as a dashed line.
3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, noise clustering and sequential clustering are explained. Sequen-
tial clustering has advantages of automatic determination of clusters and having the
framework to deal data as noise.
Sequential clustering was enhanced from three points of view: semi-supervised
learning, kernelization, and least absolute deviations.
Chapter 4
Semi-Supervised Learning for
Switching and Sequential
Regression Models
4.1 Backgrounds
Semi-supervised learning is good to treat the data set that is basically unlabeled data
with small amounts of labeled data. It was found that learning accuracy can be
improved greatly by using unlabeled data in conjunction with the labeled data.
The acquisition of labeled data for a learning problem often requires a skilled hu-
man resources (e.g., to transcribe an audio segment) or a physical experiment (e.g.,
determining the 3D structure of a protein , determining whether there is oil at a par-
ticular location, etc). In general, labeling process is more expensive than acquisition
of unlabeled data. Semi-supervised learning not only can be of great practical value,
but also is of theoretical interest in machine learning.
In semi-supervised learning framework, there are two kinds of data.
 labeled data
26
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l independently identically distributed data x1; : : : ;xl 2 X with corresponding
labels y1; : : : ; yl 2 Y .
 unlabeled data
u unlabeled data xl+1; : : : ;xl+u 2 X .
Semi-supervised learning attempts to make use of this combined information to im-
prove the classication performance.
It may refer to either transductive learning or inductive learning [37]. The former
is to infer the correct labels for the given unlabeled data xl+1; : : : ;xl+u only, and the
latter to infer the correct mapping from X to Y .
Intuitively, the learning problem can be considered as an exercise and labeled data
as the examples that the teacher explains in class. In the inductive setting, it just like
some exercises are solved by the methods learned in the lecture. In the transductive
setting, students are required to solve comprehensive problem by all the knowledge
learned from teachers.
According to Vapnik's principle [37], it is not necessary to perform transductive
learning by way of inferring a classication rule over the entire input space. In
practice, algorithms are designed so that transduction or induction are often used
interchangeably.
In order to make any use of unlabeled data, we must assume some structures to
the underlying distribution of data. Semi-supervised learning algorithms use at least
one of the following assumptions [13].
 Smoothness assumption,
 Cluster assumption,
 Manifold assumption.
Smoothness assumption is that points which are close to each other are more likely
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to share a label. In semi-supervised learning, it yields preferences not only for ge-
ometrically simple decision boundaries just like in supervised learning, but also for
decision boundaries in low-density regions, so that there are fewer points close to each
other but in dierent classes.
Cluster assumption is that the data tend to form discrete clusters, and points in the
same cluster are more likely to share a label (although data sharing a label may be
spread across multiple clusters). This is a special case of the smoothness assumption
and improves feature learning with clustering algorithms.
Manifold assumption is that the data lie approximately on a manifold of much lower
dimension than the input space. In this case, the manifold is obtained by using both
the labeled and unlabeled data to avoid the curse of dimensionality. Then learning
can proceed using distances and densities dened on the manifold.
The manifold assumption is practical when high-dimensional data are being gen-
erated by some processes that may be hard to model directly, because of a fewer
degrees of freedom. For instance, human voice is controlled by a few vocal folds [60],
and images of various facial expressions are controlled by a few muscles. In these
cases, it uses distances and smoothness in the natural space, rather than in the space
of all possible acoustic waves or images.
Historically, the heuristic approach of self-training (also known as self-learning or
self-labeling) is the oldest approach in semi-supervised learning, and has been used
widely since 1960s [13].
The transductive learning framework was formally introduced by Vapnik in the
1970s. Interestingly, inductive learning using generative models also began in the
same period. A probably approximately correct learning bound for semi-supervised
learning of a Gaussian mixture was demonstrated by Ratsaby and Venkatesh in 1995
[57].
Recently, Semi-supervised learning has become more popular and practical for deal-
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ing with vast quantities of unlabeled data to meet needs for text mining on websites,
protein sequences, or image processing [70].
There are several methods of semi-supervised learning as follows:
 Generative models,
 Low-density separation,
 Graph-based methods, and
 Heuristic approaches.
Co-training which is based on \heuristic approach" is discussed in this thesis. Details
about \Generative models", \Low-density separation", and \Graph-based methods"
are described by Zhu [70].
The denition of heuristic approaches is given below. Some methods for semi-
supervised learning are not intrinsically geared to learning from both unlabeled and
labeled data, but use unlabeled data within a supervised learning framework instead.
For instance, the labeled and unlabeled data x1; : : : ;xl;xl+1; : : : ;xl+u may be used
to make a choice of representation, distance metric, or kernel in an unsupervised rst
step. Then, supervised learning only proceeds for the labeled data.
Self-training is a wrapper method for semi-supervised learning. At rst, a super-
vised learning algorithm is used to select a classier based on the labeled data only.
Then, the classier use unlabeled data to produce new labeled data. Finally, the new
labels are added as input to rene a classier for supervised learning.
Co-training is an extension of self-training. Firstly, data features are separated
into dierent (ideally disjoint) sets. Next, a classier based on the features of labeled
data is selected for each set. Then, each classier uses unlabeled data to produce
new labels. Finally, the new labels are added as input to rene each classier for
supervised learning.
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4.2 Semi-Supervised Learning with Pairwise Con-
straints
Pairwise constraints are one of well-known methods for semi-supervised clustering
[6, 13, 65]. Pairwise constraints consist of must-link and cannot-link as follows:
must-link: two objects should be in the same cluster.
cannot-link: two objects should not be in the same cluster.
The must-link constraints dene a transitive binary relation over objects, i.e., if there
are must-link relationship between A and B, and A and C, then object B and object
C also have a must-link relationship. The both of COP k-means [65] and its gener-
alization using penalty functions [6] are used for pairwise constraints. The algorithm
of COP k-means [65] is as follows:
Procedure: COP k-means
COP1: Set the initial value U .
COP2: For each data point, assign it to the nearest cluster C(j) such that Violation
of Pairwise Constraints is false. If no such cluster exists, fail.
COP3: Update centroids.
COP4: Iterate between COP2 and COP3.
End of COP k-means
Violation of Pairwise Constraints
1: If x and x0 have must-link, x 2 C(l), and x0 2 C(m), return true.
2: If x and x0 have cannot-link, x 2 C(m), and x0 2 C(m), return true.
3: Otherwise, return false.
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After the proposition of COP k-means [65], Basu et al. proposed the algorithm
using penalty functions [6]. In COP k-means framework, the pairwise constraints are
not allowed to be violated totally. In contrast, the violation of pairwise constraints are
allowed in the algorithm by Basu et al., where penalties are added to the objective
function if the violations occur. As the eects of penalties become stronger, their
algorithm can be considered as same as COP k-means. So, Basu et al.'s algorithm
contains the concept of COP k-means and can be considered as its generalization.
4.3 Regression Analysis with Semi-Supervised Learn-
ing
4.3.1 Semi-Supervised Switching Regression Models
The objective function of semi-supervised switching regression models (SSSRM) is as
follows.
JSSSRM(Ui;i) =
nX
k=1
cX
i=1
uki(yk   f(i)(xk;i))2 (4.1)
+
X
(xk;xl)2ML
wklD(xk;xl)Qkl
+
X
(xk;xl)2CL
wkl(Dmax  D(xk;xl))Qkl (4.2)
where
Dmax = maxD(xk;xl); (4.3)
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wkl and wkl are the penalties if the pairwise constraints are violated. Qkl and Qkl are
binary matrices as follows:
Qkl =
8><>:1 hk 6= hl0 hk = hl ; (4.4)
Qkl =
8><>:1 hk = hl0 hk 6= hl (4.5)
where hk and hl are the clusters that xk and xl belong. For example, (xk; yk) and
(xl; yl) have must-link relationship but assigned as dierent clusters, and the value of
wklk(xk;xl) is added to the objective function. If wkl and wkl become larger, penalty
functions perform as same as that in COP k-means.
The algorithm of SSSRM is as follows:
Procedure: Semi-Supervised Switching Regression Models
SSSRM1: Set the initial value U .
SSSRM2: Calculate regression parameter B of the corresponding clusters.
SSSRM3: Calculate membership matrix U .
SSSRM4: If the clusters are convergent, stop; else go to SSSRM2.
End of SSSRM
The dierence from SRM is about updating cluster assignments in SSSRM3. In
the framework of COP k-means, If U violates pairwise constraints, it continues to
search another U which satises all pairwise constraints. If there is no such U , the
algorithm stops and returns an empty partition.
Although semi-supervised clustering with pairwise constraints is very useful in data
analysis, it is hard to handle data with noise. Although noisy data have no relation-
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ships with any cluster, they have to be classied. Sometimes, the results might be
poorer than those of non-supervision clustering [63].
A algorithm of semi-supervised sequential regression models is proposed. In order to
assess the performance for noise robustness, our proposed algorithm is compared with
switching regression models (SRM), noise switching regression models (NSRM), semi-
supervised noise switching regression models (SSNSRM), and sequential regression
models (SeRM).
NSRM uses the following objective function.
JNSRM(U;B) =
nX
k=1
cX
i=1
ukiDki +
nX
k=1
uk0 (4.6)
where uki is the membership to cluster i, uk0 is the membership to the noise cluster
0 and  is a positive parameter.
The optimal solution for U is as follows:
uki = 1 () i = argmin
l
(yk   (
pX
j=1
jl x
j
k + 
p+1
l ))
2;
min
l
(yk   (
pX
j=1
jl x
j
k + 
p+1
l ))
2  ;
uk0 = 1 () min
l
(yk   (
pX
j=1
jl x
j
k + 
p+1
l ))
2 > ;
ukj = 0; j 6= i:
Semi-supervised noise switching regression models (SSNSRM) is proposed by ap-
plying semi-supervised noise clustering to switching regression models. The algorithm
is as follows:
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Procedure: Semi-Supervised Noise Switching Regression Models
SSNSRM1: Set the initial value U .
SSNSRM2: Calculate regression parameter B of the corresponding clusters.
SSNSRM3: Calculate membership matrix U .
SSNSRM4: If the clusters are convergent, stop; else go to SSNSRM2.
End of SSNSRM
4.3.2 Semi-Supervised Sequential Regression Models
Semi-supervised sequential regression models (SSSeRM) is developed by applying
sequential clustering to semi-supervised regression models.
Procedure: Semi-Supervised Sequential Regression Models
SSSeRM1: Set the initial elements of data set X(0) = X, t = 0, the initial value U .
SSSeRM2: Repeat alternate optimization until convergence.
SSSeRM3: Calculate membership matrix U .
SSSeRM4: Extract cluster C(t+1) that belongs to the elements with uk1 = 1.
SSSeRM5: Let X(t+1) = X(t)   C(t+1). If X(t+1) does not have sucient elements
to extract one more cluster, stop; otherwise go to SSSeRM2.
End of SSSeRM
In the framework of COP k-means, it is necessary to consider checking violation of
pairwise constraints in SSSeRM3. The procedure is dierent from the ordinary COP
k-means.
As a summary, SSSeRM does not judge x;x0 2 C(0) where (x;x0) in cannot-link
to be the violation of constraints, since other clusters can subsequently be extracted
from the noise cluster C(0).
In the framework using penalty function, the penalty values are added when check-
ing violation of pairwise constraints return true.
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Table 4.1: Checking violation of pairwise constraints in SSSeRM
the relationship extracted cluster C(1) noise cluster C(0) Eect to J
xk;xl 2 must-link xk;xl   0
xk;xl 2 must-link xk xl add penalty
xk;xl 2 must-link xl xk add penalty
xk;xl 2 must-link   xk;xl 0
xk;xl 2 cannot-link xk;xl   add penalty
xk;xl 2 cannot-link xk xl 0
xk;xl 2 cannot-link xl xk 0
xk;xl 2 cannot-link   xk;xl 0
4.4 Numerical Examples
In this section, numerical experiments are conducted to qualify the performance of
algorithms for noise robustness. The articial data set used contains a few noises.
Without the noises, the optimal solution for this data set is composed of two clusters,
\y=2.007*x-1.707" and \y=-0.998*x+449.5". The same pairwise constraints are used
for SSNSRM and SSSeRM.
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show two clusters that were derived by SRM and SSNSRM.
Figures 4.3-4.5 show nal results of SSSeRM. The solid lines with encircled points
and dashed lines represent must-link and cannot-link, respectively.
Table 4.1 compares results from SRM, NSRM, SSNSRM, SeRM, and SSSeRM. The
performance of our proposed algorithm SSSeRM seems to be better than SRM, and
almost the same as those of SSNSRM, NSRM, and SeRM.
Moreover, as shown in Table 4.1, the ranges of  in semi-supervised algorithms
(SSNSRM and SSSeRM) become wider than those of unsupervised algorithms (NSRM
and SeRM), indicating that pairwise constraints can improve noise clustering and
sequential clustering.
It is important that SSSeRM does not need the predened number of clusters. It
is very useful because we can have an appropriate clustering result without knowing
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its appropriate number of clusters.
Table 4.2: Comparison among SRM, NSRM, SSNSRM, SeRM, and SSSeRM algo-
rithms
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 
SRM 2.129*x - 11.64 -0.998*x + 449.5  
NSRM 2.007*x - 1.707 -0.998*x + 449.5 [5, 25]
SSNSRM 2.007*x - 1.707 -0.998*x + 449.5 [5, 55]
SeRM 2.007*x - 1.707 -0.998*x + 449.5 [5, 25]
SSSeRM 2.007*x - 1.707 -0.998*x + 449.5 [5, 55]
Figure 4.1: Two regression models using switching regression models, where two
clusters are assumed.
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Figure 4.2: Two regression models using semi-supervised noise switching regression
models ( 2 [5; 55]), where two clusters are assumed; solid lines and dashed lines
represent must-link and cannot-link, respectively.
Figure 4.3: The rst extracted cluster of semi-supervised sequential regression models
( 2 [5; 55]).
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Figure 4.4: The second extracted cluster of semi-supervised sequential regression
models ( 2 [5; 55]).
Figure 4.5: Final results of sequential extraction of clusters using semi-supervised
sequential regression models ( 2 [5; 55]), where +, , and  mean the rst, second,
and noise cluster, respectively; solid lines and dashed lines represent must-link and
cannot-link, respectively.
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4.5 Conclusions
SSSeRM was developed in relation to noise clustering [17] and semi-supervised clus-
tering [13, 65].
Numerical examples are used to compare eectiveness among SRM, NSRM, SSNSRM,
sequential regression models (SeRM) and the proposed method.
We emphasize that sequential algorithms have good performances because of its
strong advantage of the automatic determination of the number of clusters.
Although we did not use fuzzy clustering in this chapter, fuzzy c-regression models
and its sequential algorithm with pairwise constraints should also be studied.
Chapter 5
Kernel Approach to Switching and
Sequential Regression Models
5.1 Backgrounds
As discussed in Section 2.2.3, kernel regression is useful for analyzing non-linear data.
However, it often occurs that the data cannot be described by a single kernel regres-
sion model. Therefore, the solution for c-regression problems in non-linear spaces is
necessary as switching and sequential regression models in linear spaces. In this chap-
ter, we propose four kernel-based algorithms under unsupervised and semi-supervised
frameworks.
40
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5.2 Unsupervised Regression Models with Kernel-
ization
5.2.1 Kernel Switching Regression Models
Kernel Switching Regression Models (KSRM) are based on KR and SRM. The fol-
lowing kernel c-regression models can be made for analyzing data with non-linear
structures
y = f(i)(x;i) + ei; i = 1; : : : ; c: (5.1)
The objective function of KSRM is as follows:
JKSRM(Ui;i) =
nX
k=1
cX
i=1
uki(yk   f(i)(xk;i))2 + 1
2
cX
i=1
i
T
i Ki
=
cX
i=1
(y  Ki)TUi(y  Ki) + 1
2
cX
i=1
i
T
i Ki: (5.2)
Since there are two parameters Ui and i, the algorithm of KSRM is as follows:
Procedure: Kernel Switching Regression Models
KSRM1: Set the initial value Ui.
KSRM2: Calculate regression parameter i.
KSRM3: Calculate membership matrix Ui.
KSRM4: If the clusters are convergent, stop; else go to KSRM2.
End of KSRM
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The optimal solutions for i and Ui are as follows:
i = (UiK +
1
2
iIn)
 1Uiy; (5.3)
uki = 1 () i = argmin
l
(yk   f(l)(xk;l))2; (5.4)
ukj = 0; j 6= i: (5.5)
5.2.2 Sequential Kernel Regression Models
The number of clusters must be set before running KSRM. As discussed in Chapter
3, it is a sensitive factor to the clustering performances.
Sequential Kernel Regression Models (SeKRM) use the following objective function:
JSeKRM(U; s) =
nX
k=1
uks(yk   f(s)(xk;s))2 +
nX
k=1
uk0 +
1
2
cX
i=1
i
T
sKs: (5.6)
In practice, there are only two membership grades: uks is the membership belonging
to the number s cluster extracted by SeKRM and uk0 is the membership belonging
to the noise cluster 0;  > 0 is a parameter which means every object has a constant
dissimilarity  from the noise cluster. This algorithm was applied for noise clustering
[18, 19] to extract regression models sequentially.
The optimal solution of U is calculated as follows:
(uks; uk0) =
8<: (1; 0); (yk   f(s)(xk;s))2  )(0; 1); (yk   f(s)(xk;s))2 > ) (5.7)
and the optimal solution s for regression models is calculated as same as that in
KSRM. The algorithm of SeKRM is as follows:
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Procedure: Sequential Kernel Regression Models
SeKRM1: Set the initial data set X(0) = X, s = 1, the initial value Ui.
SeKRM2: Calculate regression parameter s.
SeKRM3: Calculate membership matrix Ui.
SeKRM4: If the clusters are convergent, stop and extract cluster C(s) that belongs
to the elements with uks = 1; else go to SeKRM2.
SeKRM5: Let X(s) = X(s 1)   C(s). If X(s) does not have sucient elements to
extract one more cluster, stop; otherwise go to SeKRM2.
End of SeKRM
5.3 Semi-Supervised Regression Models with Ker-
nelization
5.3.1 Semi-Supervised Kernel Switching Regression Models
As discussed in Chapter 4, clustering performances can be improved by labeled data
based on prior information.
Additionally, clustering results of both KSRM and SeKRM are sensitive to the
regularization parameter . Figures 5.1 and 5.2 give the results of appropriate and
inappropriate clustering using KSRM, respectively. It is found that the sensitivity
of setting the regularization parameter  can be alleviated by semi-supervision, i.e.,
the clustering can be more robust.
For dealing with this problem, two algorithms were proposed based on COP k-
means [65] and its generalization by using penalty function [6]. One is Semi-Supervised
Kernel Switching Regression Models (SSKSRM) and the other is Semi-Supervised Se-
quential Kernel Regression Models (SSSeKRM).
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Figure 5.1: The result of appropriate clustering using kernel switching regression
models (KSRM) (i = 0:5).
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Figure 5.2: The result of inappropriate clustering using kernel switching regression
models (KSRM) (i = 0:8).
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The objective function of SSKSRM is as follows:
JSSKSRM(Ui;i) =
nX
k=1
cX
i=1
uki(yk   f(i)(xk;i))2 + 1
2
cX
i=1
i
T
i Ki
+
X
(xk;xl)2ML
wklk(xk;xl)Qkl
+
X
(xk;xl)2CL
wkl(kmax   k(xk;xl))Qkl: (5.8)
where
kmax = max k(xk;xl); (5.9)
wkl and wkl are the penalties if the pairwise constraints are violated.
Qkl and Qkl are binary matrices as follows:
Qkl =
8><>:1 hk 6= hl0 hk = hl ; (5.10)
Qkl =
8><>:1 hk = hl0 hk 6= hl (5.11)
where hk and hl are the clusters that xk and xl belong to. For example, (xk; yk) and
(xl; yl) have must-link relationship but assigned as dierent clusters, then the value of
wklk(xk;xl) is added to the objective function. If wkl and wkl become larger, penalty
functions perform as same as that in COP k-means.
The algorithm of semi-supervised kernel switching regression models (SSKSRM) is
as follows:
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Procedure: Semi-Supervised Kernel Switching Regression Models
SSKSRM1: Set the initial value U .
SSKSRM2: Calculate regression parameter i.
SSKSRM3: Calculate membership matrix Ui with considering penalty functions.
SSKSRM4: If the clusters are convergent, stop; else go to SSKSRM2.
End of SSKSRM
5.3.2 Semi-Supervised Sequential Kernel Regression Models
The objective function of SSSeKRM is calculated as follows:
JSSSeKRM(Ui; s) =
nX
k=1
uks(yk   f(s)(xk;s))2 +
nX
k=1
uk0 +
1
2
cX
i=1
i
T
sKs
+
X
(xk;xl)2ML
wklk(xk;xl)Qkl
+
X
(xk;xl)2CL
wkl(kmax   k(xk;xl))Qkl (5.12)
where
kmax = max k(xk;xl); (5.13)
wkl and wkl are the penalties if the pairwise constraints are violated, then uks and uls
mean the membership grades to the extracted cluster C(s).
Qkl and Qkl are binary matrices as follows:
Qkl =
8><>:1 (uks; uls) = (1; 0) or (0; 1)0 else ; (5.14)
Qkl =
8><>:1 (uks; uls) = (1; 1)0 else : (5.15)
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SSSeKRM is dierent from SSKSRM by using the penalty functions of cannot-link.
Since other clusters can subsequently be extracted, the penalty wkl is not added if
both of xk and xl are assigned into noise cluster. Then, xk and xl might be assigned
into dierent clusters. As a result, the algorithm of SSSeKRM is as follows:
Procedure: Semi-Supervised Sequential Kernel Regression Models
SSSeKRM1: Set the initial data set X(0) = X, s = 1, the initial value Ui.
SSSeKRM2: Calculate regression parameter s with considering penalty functions..
SSSeKRM3: Calculate membership matrix Ui.
SSSeKRM4: If the clusters are convergent, stop and extract cluster C(s) that belongs
to the elements with uks = 1; else go to SSSeKRM2.
SSSeKRM5: Let X(s) = X(s 1)   C(s). If X(s) does not have sucient elements to
extract one more cluster, stop; otherwise go to SSSeKRM2.
End of SSSeKRM
5.4 Numerical Examples
The performances of algorithms are compared with each other by using an articial
data set.
Figures 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 show the rst, second, and the nal results by SSSeKRM
(cannot-link). Figure 5.6 shows the nal results by SSSeKRM (must-link).
In all cases, kernel parameter  = 0:005 and noise parameter  = 0:2. As a
result, the clustering results of SSSeKRM are appropriate, and the sensitivity to the
regularization parameter  can be alleviated by semi-supervision.
Figure 5.7 shows the changes of accuracy rate with  among SeKRM, SSSeKRM
(must-link), and SSSeKRM (cannot-link). It was found that the algorithm become
much more robust when prior information was added by using semi-supervision.
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Figure 5.3: The rst extracted cluster of semi-supervised sequential kernel regression
models (SSSeKRM, cannot-link) (i = 0:8, wkl = 1) .
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Figure 5.4: The second extracted cluster of semi-supervised sequential kernel regres-
sion models (SSSeKRM, cannot-link) (i = 0:8, wkl = 1) .
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Figure 5.5: Final results of semi-supervised sequential kernel regression models
(SSSeKRM, cannot-link), where , 4, and solid line represent the rst extracted
cluster, and +, 5, and dashed line represent the second extracted cluster (i = 0:8,
wkl = 1) .
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Figure 5.6: Final results of semi-supervised sequential kernel regression models
(SSSeKRM, must-link), where , , and solid line represent the rst extracted cluster;
+ and dashed line represent the second extracted cluster (i = 0:8, wkl = 1) .
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Figure 5.7: The comparison of sensitivity to the regularization parameter  among se-
quential kernel regression models (SeKRM), semi-supervised sequential kernel regres-
sion models (SSSeKRM, must-link), and semi-supervised sequential kernel regression
models (SSSeKRM, cannot-link). Horizontal Axis shows the value of .
5.5 Conclusions
In this study, four algorithms called KSRM, SSKSRM, SeKRM, and SSSeKRM were
developed, their performances were also compared with each other. SeKRM and
SSSeKRM can handle data with non-linear structures and are related to kernel meth-
ods [33, 41, 59]. SSSKSRM and SSSeKRM are related to semi-supervision (COP
k-means) [65]. SeKRM and SSSeKRM can automatically detect the number of clus-
ters.
It was found that the results of sequential kernel algorithms (SeKRM and SSSeKRM)
are almost the same as non-sequential methods (KSRM and SSKSRM) and clusters
and regression models can be obtained automatically. Prior information can be used
by adding semi-supervision (pairwise constraints) to modify results in kernel methods.
After the proposition of COP k-means, Basu et al. [6] proposed the algorithm using
penalty functions, which contains the concept of COP k-means and can be considered
as its generalization.
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In this study, SSKSRM and SSSeKRM were generalized by using penalty functions.
Additionally, the sensitivity against the regularization parameter  can be alleviated
by using penalty functions.
Four algorithms: KSRM, SSKSRM, SeKRM, and SSSeKRM were proposed and
compared the performances with each other.
In this study, we generalize those algorithms by using penalty functions. Moreover,
we show that the semi-supervision can be helpful for the problem of poor clustering
results due to sensitivity against the regularization parameter .
As a future work, two tasks can be done. One is make sure of feasibility of algo-
rithms to the data with much more complex structures. The other is modication of
the penalties wkl and wkl. In this study, the same values were used for wkl and wkl
(k = 1; 2: : : : ; n; l = 1; 2; : : : ; n). In fact, it is common that the connectivity between
each data is dierent. For example, considering about social networks among peo-
ple, someone has much more familiarity with the specic person than others. The
degree of familiarity can be represented by changing the parameter wkl and wkl, then
clustering results can be improved.
Chapter 6
Least Absolute Deviations for
Sequential Regression Models
6.1 Backgrounds
As discussed in Section 2.2.2, the methods based on LS are sensitive to outliers and
noises. Instead of least LS, LAD can be used as distance criterion because of its noise
robustness.
To deal with noises, sequential fuzzy regression models based on least absolute
deviations (SeFRMLAD) was developed. Two dierent algorithms were developed,
one uses the linear programming to treat multidimensional independent variables.
The other makes the classication more ecient if the independent variables is scalar-
valued.
The following four methods were chosen to assess their performances. fuzzy c-
regression models based on least squares (FCRMLS), fuzzy c-regression models based
on least absolute deviations (FCRMLAD), and sequential fuzzy c-regression models
based on least squares (SeFRMLS), and SeFRMLAD.
To show clearly characteristics and dierences among four methods, three works
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below are conducted. 1) a numerical experiment by using two-dimensional data, 2)
comparison of errors of four methods, and 3) comparison of eciency of the two
algorithms of SeFRMLAD.
6.2 Fuzzy c-Regression Models Based on Least Ab-
solute Deviations
6.2.1 Fuzzy c-Regression Models Based on Least Absolute
Deviations for Vector-valued Independent Variables
The objective function of FCRMLAD is
JFCRMLAD(U;B) =
nX
k=1
cX
i=1
(uki)
mDki (6.1)
where dissimilarity is as follows:
Dki = jyk   fi(xk;i)j: (6.2)
The optimal solution for U is as same as that of FCRMLS. As discussed in Chapter
2, LAD requires more computation than LS [11, 12, 24, 40, 46]. In the case of
FCRMLAD, linear programming was used to obtain the optimal B. In order to make
a guarantee for non-negative, ij is replaced by
ij = 
+
ij    ij (6.3)
where +ij and 
 
ij (i = 1; : : : ; c; j = 1; : : : ; p+ 1) are non-negative variables.
Thus, the minimization of JFCRMLAD becomes a linear programming problem as
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follows:
min
cX
i=1
nX
k=1
(uki)
mrki;
yk  
p+1X
j=1
(+ij    ij )zkj  rki;
yk  
p+1X
j=1
(+ij    ij )zkj   rki;
rki; 
+
ij ; 
 
ij  0
where rki, 
+
ij , and 
 
ij (i = 1; : : : ; c; k = 1; : : : ; n; j = 1; : : : ; p+ 1) are variables.
6.2.2 Fuzzy c-Regression Models Based on Least Absolute
Deviations for Scalar-valued Independent Variables
If the independent variable x is scalar-valued, the optimal solution of B can be solved
by a more ecient algorithm based on an idea of Boscovich [24]. This solution is more
ecient than linear programming.
Since each regression equation is independent, optimization can be conducted sep-
arately by transforming the equations as follows:
min
nX
k=1
(uki)
m j yk   i1xk   i2 j (6.4)
where i1 and i2 are the slope and the intercept of regression model, respectively.
Assume the sum of the residuals between the data set and the estimated regression
equation is zero.
nX
k=1
(uki)
m(yk   i1xk   i2) = 0: (6.5)
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Then, the means of xi and yi are expressed as follows:
xi =
Pn
k=1(uki)
mxkPn
k=1(uki)
m
; (6.6)
yi =
Pn
k=1(uki)
mykPn
k=1(uki)
m
: (6.7)
i2 is expressed by substituting equations (6.6) and (6.7) into equation (6.5).
i2 = yi   i1xi: (6.8)
Substituting equation (6.8) into equation (6.4), we have
min
nX
k=1
(uki)
m j xk   xi j
 yk   yi
xk   xi   i1
: (6.9)
Assume
wki = (uki)
m j xk   xi j; (6.10)
ki =
yk   yi
xk   xi ; (6.11)
and equation (6.9) becomes
min
nX
k=1
wki j ki   i1 j : (6.12)
Then, rearrange ki in ascending order. Although equation (6.12) is not dierentiable
on R, the derivative of equation (6.12) on ki can be written as follows:
dF (i1) =
nX
k=1
wkisgn(ki   i1) (6.13)
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where
sgn(w) =
8><>:1 (w  0) 1 (w < 0) : (6.14)
Thus, dF (i1) is a step function which is right continuous and monotone non-
decreasing. So, the minimization element for equation (6.12) is one of ki at which
dF (i1) changes its sign. More precisely, ri is the optimal solution of equation (6.12)
if and only if dF (i1) < 0 for i1 < ri and dF (i1)  0 for i1  ri.
The optimal solution for i1 is calculated as follows:
i1 = ri =
yr   yi
xr   xi : (6.15)
Optimization of i in a single regression model is as follows:
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Procedure: Optimization of i
Step1: Calculate
xi =
Pn
k=1(uki)
mxkPn
k=1(uki)
m
; (6.16)
yi =
Pn
k=1(uki)
mykPn
k=1(uki)
m
; (6.17)
wki = (uki)
m j xk   xi j; (6.18)
ki =
yk   yi
xk   xi : (6.19)
Step2: Rearrange ki in ascending order and store them in 
0
ki.
Step3: Rearrange wki corresponding to the order of 
0
ki and store them in qki.
Step4: Calculate
S =  1
2
nX
k=1
qki;
r = 0;
While(S < 0)fr = r + 1; S = S + qrig
i1 = 
0
ri;
i2 = yi   i1xi:
6.3 Sequential Fuzzy Regression Models Based on
Least Absolute Deviations
The objective function of SeFRMLAD is
JSeFRMLAD(U;B) =
nX
k=1
cX
i=1
(uki)
mjyk   fi(xk;i)j+ (uk0)m: (6.20)
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The minimization of JSeFRMLAD become a linear programming problem below:
min
cX
i=1
nX
k=1
(uki)
mrki + (uk0)
m;
yk  
p+1X
j=1
(+ij    ij )zkj  rki;
yk  
p+1X
j=1
(+ij    ij )zkj   rki;
rki; 
+
ij ; 
 
ij  0
where rki, 
+
ij , and 
 
ij (i = 1; : : : ; c; k = 1; : : : ; n; j = 1; : : : ; p+ 1) are variables.
The objective function of SeFRMLAD (scalar-valued) is as follows:
min
nX
k=1
(uk1)
m j yk   1;1xk   1;2 +
nX
k=1
(uk0)
m j (6.21)
where 1;1 and 1;2 are the slope and the intercept of regression model, respectively.
6.4 Numerical Examples
In order to compare clustering performance among the four methods (FCRMLS,
FCRMLAD, SeFRMLS, and SeFRMLAD), numerical experiments were conducted
with two-dimensional data sets: real dataset (GDP data) and an articial dataset.
The GDP data had three clusters with few noises. The articial dataset contained
two clusters (cluster 1 and cluster 2 consist of 40 and 30 data points, respectively)
with many noises (30 data points as outliers).
The experiments were conducted under the following setting: Fujitsu FMV-BIBLO
MG75Y / Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU T7250 2.00GHz / 2.00GB.
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The Results of Numerical Examples
Figures 6.1 - 6.4 show the results of GDP data using FCRMLS, FCRMLAD, Se-
FRMLS, and SeFRMLAD, respectively. For non-noisy data, SeFRMLAD seems to
have almost same performance as FCRMLS, FCRMLAD and SeFRMLS.
Figures 6.5 - 6.8 show the results of articial data using FCRMLS, FCRMLAD,
SeFRMLS, and SeFRMLAD, respectively. Algorithms based on least absolute devia-
tions (FCRMLAD, SeFRMLAD) seem to have robustness to outliers while algorithms
based on least squares (FCRMLS, SeFRMLS) are inuenced by outliers. Although
SeFRMLAD does not have enough accuracy compared to FCRMLAD, it seems to
have more robustness than FCRMLS and SeFRMLS.
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Figure 6.1: Three regression models for GDP data using fuzzy c-regression models
based on least squares (FCRMLS), where three clusters were assumed.
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Figure 6.2: Three regression models for GDP data using fuzzy c-regression models
based on least absolute deviations (FCRMLAD), where three clusters were assumed.
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Figure 6.3: Final results of sequential extraction of clusters for GDP data using
SeFRMLS ( = 90000), where +, , 4 and  mean the rst, second, third, and noise
cluster, respectively.
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Figure 6.4: Final results of sequential extraction of clusters for GDP data using
SeFRMLAD ( = 300), where +, , 4 and  mean the rst, second, third, and noise
cluster, respectively.
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Figure 6.5: Two regression models using fuzzy c-regression models based on least
squares (FCRMLS), where two clusters are assumed. Both regression models are
inuenced by outliers.
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Figure 6.6: Two regression models using fuzzy c-regression models based on least
absolute deviations (FCRMLAD), where two clusters are assumed. Both regression
models are robust against outliers.
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Figure 6.7: Final results of sequential extraction of clusters using SeFRMLS ( =
10000), where +, , and  mean the rst, second, and noise cluster, respectively.
The rst regression model is expressed as a solid line and the second regression model
is expressed as a dashed line.
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Figure 6.8: Final results of sequential extraction of clusters using SeFRMLAD  = 100
where +, , and  mean the rst, the second and the noise cluster, respectively. The
rst regression model is expressed as a solid line and the second regression model is
expressed as a dashed line.
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Average Errors
From the viewpoint of quantity, \average errors" and \average execution time" were
evaluated.
Table 6.1 shows average errors for each algorithm. Since algorithms based on
least squares (FCRMLS and SeFRMLS) and least absolute deviations (FCRMLAD
and SeFRMLAD) used dierent distance criteria, each algorithm was evaluated by
average errors calculated on least squares and least absolute deviations.
Total error is the sum of residuals related to data points which are \correctly"
classied into clusters. Then, average errors are calculated by dividing total error by
the number of points.
As shown in Table 6.1, algorithms using least absolute deviations had much lower
errors than those of least squares both on least squares and least absolute deviations.
For example, average square error of FCRMLAD cluster 2 (14.980) was lower than
that of FCRMLS cluster 2 (1607.179) and average absolute error of FCRMLAD cluster
1 (14.969) was lower than that of FCRMLS cluster 1 (20.061). This means that least
absolute deviations are apparently benecial for both of standard and sequential
clustering algorithms instead of least squares.
Table 6.1: Average errors for FCRMLS, FCRMLAD, SeFRMLS, and SeFRMLAD
(an articial dataset)
Average Square Error Average Absolute Error 
FCRMLS cluster 1 591.805 23.848
FCRMLS cluster 2 1607.179 37.900
FCRMLAD cluster 1 8.137 2.287
FCRMLAD cluster 2 14.980 2.211
SeFRMLS cluster 1 409.643 20.061 10000
SeFRMLS cluster 2 260.520 15.008 10000
SeFRMLAD cluster 1 262.259 14.969 100
SeFRMLAD cluster 2 226.115 14.383 100
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Average Execution Time
Table 6.2 shows average execution time of each algorithm. In experiments, 50 trials
were conducted in each algorithm to calculate average execution time. According
to Table 6.2, there are obvious dierences in execution time between algorithms us-
ing least squares (FCRMLS and SeFRMLS), least absolute deviations using linear
programming (FCRMLAD (linear programming) and SeFRMLAD (linear program-
ming)), and least absolute deviations for scalar-valued variables (FCRMLAD (scalar-
valued) and SeFRMLAD (scalar-valued)). Scalar-valued algorithms were much faster
than others. On the contrary, algorithms using linear programming were slower than
others.
Table 6.2: Average execution time for FCRMLS, FCRMLAD, SeFRMLS and Se-
FRMLAD (an articial dataset)
Average Execution Time (sec) 
FCRMLS 2.511  10 2
FCRMLAD (linear programming) 9.019  100
FCRMLAD (scalar-valued) 5.291  10 3
SeFRMLS 2.988  10 2 10000
SeFRMLAD (linear programming) 1.726  101 100
SeFRMLAD (scalar-valued) 9.315  10 3 100
6.5 Conclusions
Two algorithms of sequential fuzzy regression models based on least absolute devia-
tions were proposed. One uses linear programming and applicable to vector-valued
independent variable, and the another is more ecient but applicable to scalar-valued
independent variable only. In numerical experiments, four methods were compared:
FCRMLS, FCRMLAD, SeFRMLS, and SeFRMLAD from both of \qualitative as-
pect" (illustration of results) and \quantitative aspect" (average errors and average
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execution time).
It is found that algorithms based on least absolute deviations had more accurate
classications than those of least squares. Algorithms using least absolute deviations
for scalar-valued variables were much faster than other algorithms.
In conclusion, four methods have the following characteristics. FCRMLS needs to
specify the number of clusters beforehand and it is weak to outliers. FCRMLAD
needs to specify the number of clusters but it is robust to outliers. SeFRMLS does
not need a predened number of clusters but it is inuenced by outliers. SeFRMLAD
does not need a predened number of clusters and robust to outliers.
To summarize, it is better to use algorithms using least absolute deviations for noisy
data. SeFRMLAD is the most suitable algorithm because we can have an appropriate
clustering result without a predened number of clusters.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
In our research, ve algorithms of sequential regression models were developed.
 Semi-Supervised Sequential Regression Models (SSSeRM)
 Sequential Kernel Regression Models (SeKRM)
 Semi-Supervised Sequential Kernel Regression Models (SSSeKRM)
 Sequential Fuzzy Regression Models Based on Least Absolute Deviaionts for
Vector-valued Independent Variables by Linear Programming (SeFRMLAD (lin-
ear programming))
 Sequential Fuzzy Regression Models Based on Least Absolute Deviaionts for
Scalar-valued Independent Variables (SeFRMLAD (scalar-valued))
In addition, we also developed
 Kernel Switching Regression Models (KSRM)
 Semi-Supervised Kernel Switching Regression Models (SSKSRM)
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Our main contributions for sequential clustering in regression models are: 1) making
semi-supervised framework to improve clustering performances, 2) enhancing the al-
gorithm with kernelization to deal non-linear structures, and 3) proposing LAD-based
algorithms and comparing them with LS-based algorithms to reveal their character-
istics.
Even the simple cases were tested in the study, our proposed algorithms are ex-
pected to have good performances for data with more dimensions and complex struc-
tures.
The relations of our contributions in this study are illustrated in Figure 7.1. Semi-
Figure 7.1: Illustration of the relations of our contributions in this study.
supervised algorithms (SSSeRM and SSSeKRM) are recommended if data set contains
some labels. Furthermore, SSSeKRM is recommended if data has non-linear struc-
tures with labels. Least absolute deviations algorithms is preferred if data contains
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noises. SeFRMLAD (scalar-valued) is more ecient and applicable to scalar-valued
independent variable.
It is well known that there are many variations of hard and fuzzy clustering. Se-
quential algorithms can be applied to those variations in clustering because they have
the strong advantages of the automatic determination of the number of clusters.
Figure 7.2 summarizes the previous works, our new methods, and future studies.
Figure 7.2: Summary of the previous works, our new methods and future study.
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